(54) Title: SYSTEM AND METHODS THAT EMPLOY A BALANCED DUPLEXER

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to systems (100) and methods that employ a novel balanced duplexer that can be utilized to facilitate concurrent signal transmission (110) and reception (120). The systems and methods can be employed within mobile devices such as cell phones and utilize two-filters (e.g., acoustic) with substantially similar input/output impedances interfaced with two couplers (e.g., 3 dB hybrid), which provide isolation and maintain the duplexer's input/output impedance. The couplers interface the filters to front/back ends such as signal processors, transmitters and receivers. The novel aspects of the present invention mitigate the need to employ external directional couplers between the duplexer and front/back ends. In addition, the two-filter topology enables employment of lower powered rated filters. The systems (100) and methods further provide for separation and isolation of transmitters (110) and receivers (120), which reduces noise coupling and enables the transmitter (110) and receiver (120) to be placed within close proximity.
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